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<p><strong>PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE CARGO AGAINST MOISTURE
DAMAGE</strong><br />TMC moisture absorbers can be used for the following type of
cargo:</p> <p>������ Agricultural products like cocoa and coffee beans, tea, rice, flour
etc.<br />������ Canned goods<br />������ Chemicals<br />������ Electronic
goods<br />������ Leather and textile goods<br />������ Metal and metal products<br
/>������ Paper and paper products<br />������ Wood and wooden
products</p><p><br /><strong>HOW CAN MOISTURE DAMAGE YOUR
GOODS?</strong><br />When goods are transported by sea, air or road from especially warm
and humid climates to cooler climates, condensation will then occur with water droplets, mould
and even fungus, simply because warm air holds more moisture than cooler air. Aside from this,
products and packing material like wooden pallets can also contain moisture that dissipates en
route. Excessive moisture can seriously damage goods.<br /><br /><strong>OUR
SOLUTION</strong><br />TMC offers you the best solution to protect your cargo through
superior moisture absorbing poles, bags, sacs and sachets filled with calcium chloride
granules.<br />Calcium Chloride is a natural product that is well known for its outstanding
hygroscopic properties.<br /><br />TMC moisture absorbers come in the following range of
products:<br /><br />������ TMC pole 1000 gram<br />������ TMC sac 1000 gram<br
/>������ TMC bag 1000 gram<br />������ TMC sachets with 5 or 10 gram <br /><br
/><strong>HOW IT WORKS</strong><br />TMC moisture absorbers will absorb 200% of it own
weight and therefore are the best in its class. The outer bag is made of a one-way, spun-bound
Tyvek material that will only allow moisture to travel in. The calcium chloride then turns to gel
during the absorption process, which guarantees no leaks of the collected
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